Multi-dimensional fluorescence lifetime and FRET measurements.
When and where proteins associate with each other in living cells are key questions in many biological research projects. One way to address these questions is to measure the extent of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between proteins that have been labeled with appropriate donor and acceptor fluorophores. When both proteins interact, donor and acceptor fluorophores are brought into close vicinity so that the donor can transmit a part of its excitation energy to the acceptor. As a result, both the intensity and the lifetime of the donor fluorescence decrease, whereas the intensity of the acceptor emission increases. This offers different approaches to determine FRET efficiency: One is to detect changes in the intensity of donor and acceptor emission, the other is to measure changes in the lifetime of the donor molecule. One important advantage of the fluorescence lifetime approach is that it allows to distinguish between free and associated donor molecules. However, like intensity measurements it lacks an intrinsic control ensuring that changes in the measured parameters are only due to FRET and not other quenching processes. Here, we show how this limitation can be overcome by spectrally resolved fluorescence lifetime measurements in the time domain. One technique is based on a streak camera system, the other technique is based on a time-correlated-single-photon-counting approach. Both approaches allow biologists to record both donor and acceptor fluorescence emitted by the sample in a single measurement.